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A FIRST SINCE APOLLO 8 MOONSHOT

BACK HOME!
SpaceX returns 4 astronauts to
Earth; rare night splashdown

S
paceX returned four
astronauts from the
International Space
Station on Sunday,

making the first US crew
splashdown in darkness since
the Apollo 8 moonshot.

The Dragon capsule 
parachuted into the Gulf of
Mexico off the coast of
Panama City, Florida, just be-
fore 3 am, ending the second
astronaut flight for Elon
Musk’s company.

How they returned 
 It was an express trip home,
lasting just 6 1/2 hours.
 The astronauts, three
Americans and one Japan-
ese, flew back in the same
capsule – Resilience – in
which they launched from
NASA’s Kennedy Space Cen-
ter in November.

167-day mission,
record again

Their 167-day mission is the
longest for astronauts launch-

ing from the US. The previ-
ous record of 84 days was set
by NASA’s final Skylab 
station crew in 1974.

Why night time return
 SpaceX had practised for a
nighttime return, just and
even recovered its most re-
cent station cargo capsule
from the Gulf of Mexico in
darkness. Infrared cameras
tracked the capsule as it re-

entered the atmosphere; it re-
sembled a bright star streak-
ing through the night sky.

Apollo 8 did the same
 Apollo 8 — NASA’s first
flight to the moon with as-
tronauts — ended with a
predawn splashdown in the
Pacific near Hawaii on 
December 27, 1968.

NASA to launch balloons
to study Sun-Earth 
system
NASA is set to launch a
suite of scientific balloons,
carrying instruments that
will help scientists under-
stand the connection
between the Sun and Earth. 
Among the six balloon
flights, four experiments
will study different aspects
of the Sun’s influence. They

will focus on the stretch of
sky 100-50 kilometres
above the surface, where
Earth’s upper atmosphere
and space meet.

“Earthbound!” NASA
astronaut Victor Glover
tweeted after departing
the station. “One step
closer to family and
home!”

MIND MATTERS 

Covid Care: Not just about
body, but psychological
rehab too Why can’t all citizens

be vaccinated for
free, SC asks Centre

T he Supreme Court recently
asked the Centre why it could
not vaccinate the entire pop-

ulation against Covid-19 free of cost
under the National Immunisation
Programme.
■ The bench’s suggestion for univer-
sal free of cost immunisation came
after it apprehended that the present
policy of 50% supply to the Centre
to vaccinate frontline workers and
those above 45 years and the rest at
a higher price to states and private
hospitals may exclude marginalised
sections of society. “How do the cen-
tral and state governments enable
vaccine registrations for people who
are illiterate or do not have access to
the internet, considering that regis-
tration on the Co-Win app is manda-
tory for people,” the bench asked.

Realising the importance and
need of psychological care
along with the physical 
treatment for Covid-19
patients, three premier insti-
tutions of the country have
come together to develop a
workable PROTOCOL for their
PSYCHOSOCIAL REHABILITA-
TION. The release of the proto-
col is scheduled to take place
on Friday

2 Yoga and naturopathy systems
have shown effectiveness in
facilitating the recovery of

Covid-19 patients. SIMPLE BREATHING
EXERCISES and PRANAYAMA have been
seen to enhance the SPO2 levels in
symptomatic patients and those
with respiratory distress,
the ministry said.
Preliminary reports from
studies conducted by the
CCRYN also validate these
findings. The current protocol
is a collaborative effort to
address these symptoms.

1 The three eminent
institutions are –
the Central Council

for Research in Yoga and
Naturopathy (CCRYN), an
autonomous body of the
Ministry of Ayush, the
National Institute of
Mental Health and Neuro
Sciences (NIMHANS),
Bengaluru and the Swami
Vivekananda Yoga
Anusandhana Samsthana
(S-VYASA), the Ayush min-
istry said in a statement.

3 Complications like
respiratory distress,
hypoxia, fatigue,

insomnia and other symp-
toms have also been
observed. The ONLINE
WORKSHOP will help impart
knowledge about the epi-
demiology of Covid-19, and
address management of

distress and psychologi-
cal sequelae (conse-

quence of disease)
using yoga, natur-
opathy approaches.

S erum Institute of
India CEO Adar
Poonawalla, who has

been in the UK on extended
stay to evade alleged threats

in India over ever-
increasing demand for

Covid-19 vaccines, has said he
will return in a few days.
In an interview to ‘The Times’,
Poonawalla had alleged that
he had been receiving threats
in India and that he and his
family had left the country for

London after unprecedented
“pressure and aggression”
over the demand of Covid-19
vaccines. 

PPoooonnaawwaallllaa,, hhoowweevveerr,, ddiidd
nnoott ggiivvee aa ttiimmeelliinnee ffoorr hhiiss
rreettuurrnn ttoo IInnddiiaa..

Returning to India in few days: Poonawalla

Do you agree that vaccines
should be made free for all?

Send in your views to 
toinie175@gmail.com

Talk Period: How to keep
menstrual migrane at bay 
A woman goes through a lot of hormonal changes when her
menstrual cycle is about to commence. It
doesn’t just happen before the period but it
sometimes continues post the cycle. If you’re
experiencing a headache, you’re not alone

MENSTRUAL MIGRANE VS
HORMONAL MIGRANE
 Before the period, menstrual mi-
graine is one of the prominent symp-
toms of PMS. So, these headaches oc-
cur when your body undergoes
changes in the levels of progesterone
and estrogen. When there is a fluctu-
ation in the levels, the neurotrans-
mitters in the brain get impacted and
lead to headache.
Around your period, you basically
get two kinds of headache — MEN-
STRUAL MIGRAINE AND HORMONAL
HEADACHE. Though both the headaches
occur because of the hormonal up-
heavals in the body, their symptoms
may vary.
 The intensity of a hormonal
headache is from mild to moderate but
it is a nagging ache. But it doesn’t
cause any hindrance in your daily ac-
tivities. Whereas, menstrual migraine
could be unbearable and incidentally
around 60% of women across the globe

undergo menstrual migraine. 
During a menstrual migraine, the
person experiences flashing lights,
zigzag lines, or other sensory experi-
ences before the throbbing pain be-
gins. It hampers daily activities as you
won’t be able to open your eyes, think
or even work. It may be accompanied
by nausea and vomiting.

TREATMENT
MEDICATION: Depending upon the
severity, your first line of defence is
over-the-counter pain relievers. They
are often quite effective to ease out
the pain and inflammation. However,
please do consult a gynaecologist.

CAFFEINE: Drinking caffeinated
drinks are best to treat hormonal
headaches. Caffeine constitutes one
of the pivotal ingredients in some of
the medications to control premen-
strual syndrome in women. Even 
eating chocolate takes away the 
discomfort of hormonal headache. 

LEVEL THE FIELD: HOW SPORTSMEN CAN BATTLE PERFORMANCE STRESS

Remember you are a player,
b’cos you enjoy the game!
I

feel so nervous before competi-
tions that I mess up. My heart
starts racing. My tummy feels
weird. My hands become sweaty

and cold. My mouth becomes dry and I
kind of choke,” if this feels familiar,
you have company.
Most sportspersons experience per-
formance anxiety or stress at some
point in their careers. While many learn
to cope with it, for some it is too debil-
itating and may lead to other mental
health problems, as well as premature
retirement from competitive sports.

WHAT CAUSES PERFORMANCE ANXIETY IN SPORTS? 
 Awareness of being observed
by an audience, which might be
constantly evaluating one’s per-
formance.  Fear of letting down
others, especially one’s team-
mates by poor play.  Equating
self-esteem with one’s perform-
ance can cause low self-confi-
dence.  Having very high expec-
tations from oneself makes people
overly critical of their perform-

ance.  Harsh and critical com-
ments from coaches or family and
friends can undermine one’s confi-
dence.
WHAT CAN BE DONE? ASK
YOURSELF Are you afraid of disap-
pointing others? Do you feel you
are likeable only when you are
playing well? What do you really
think about your skill in the game?
Do you have realistic expectations

from yourself? A mental health
professional can help with the
process. There are some
strategies too that can be
used to counter perform-
ance anxiety such as
practising, planning, and
depersonalising.
MANTRA: Focus on
your own game/goals.
IANS

GOOGLE LAUNCHING HANDSHAKE
EMOJI WITH 25 SKIN TONE OPTIONS

Google is launching a
new emoji showing
multi-skin toned

handshake, in a bid to bring
in gender diversity and in-
clusion into practice.

The multi-skin hand-
shake emoji in 25 options
should appear in the next re-
lease, Emoji 14.0, meaning the
users should see it appear in
2022.

“These kinds of explo-
rations are really important
because the Unicode Con-
sortium and Google really

care about bringing inclusion
into the Unicode Standard,”
said Jennifer Daniel, Google’s
creative director for emoji.

“Every time we add a
new emoji, there’s a risk it
could exclude people without
our consciously knowing it.
The best we can do is ensure
emoji continue to be as broad,
flexible and fluid as possible.
Just like language. Just like
you,” Daniel said.

While a regular, one-tone
handshake emoji already 
existed, this addition would
require making two new
emoji hands in order to, as
Jennifer explains, “make the
‘old’ handshake new again.”

If you are looking for a summer
read, do grab a copy of ‘Satyajit
Ray in 100 Anecdotes’, which is
gorgeously illustrated and co-
authored by Arthy Muthanna
Singh and Mamta Nainy, children’s
authors. Published by Penguin,
the book introduces the genius of
Satyajit Ray and traces his mag-
nificent life with 100 little known
and inspiring incidents as well as
unusual trivia. This collectible edi-
tion pays homage to the maestro
on his 100th birth anniversary. 

BOOK RECOMMENDATION ON 100 YRS OF RAY

To ask queries regarding Covid-19
and Vaccination from our experts,

scan the QR Code or visit
https://bit.ly/3gKqS6h 



Magnets produce their own
persistent magnetic fields.
Most materials produce a
magnetic field in
response to an applied
magnetic field - a
phenomenon known

as induced
magnetism.

1Magnetisation [M]: of a
sample is net magnetic

moment per unit volume.

3Total magnetic field B due to sample and magnetising
field: B = B0+ Bm =  �0 (H + M)

4Magnetic Susceptibility �B : is the measure of how
magnetic material responds to external field. It is

dimensionless. M = �B H

5Permeability of medium [�]: is the ability of medium
to acquire magnetisation in magnetic fields. It is a

measure of the extent to which magnetic field can pene-
trate matter. SI unit= TmA-1.
�r=  ����;   �r = 1+ �B where �r is relative permeability and

�o
�o is permeability of free space= 4�x10-7 TmA-1.

2Intensity of
Magnetising Field

CLASS: XII, CBSE
SUBJECT: PHYSICS 
TOPIC: MAGNETISM 

AND MATTER 

More2Magnets
1Which of the following is responsible for

the earth's magnetic field?
aa))  Convective currents in earth's core.

bb))  Divertive current in earth's core.
cc))  Rotational motion of earth.
dd))  Translational motion of earth.

2In a permanent magnet at room temperature
aa))  Magnetic moment of each molecule is zero.

bb)) The individual molecules have non-zero magnetic
moment which is all perfectly aligned.
cc)) Domains are partially aligned.
dd)) Domains are all perfectly aligned.

3A paramagnetic sample shows a net magnetisation of
8 Am-1 when placed in an external magnetic field of

0.6 T at a temperature of 4K. When the same sample is
placed in an external magnetic field of 0.2 T at a temper-
ature of 16 K, the magnetisation will be:
aa)) 32/3 Am-1 bb)) 2/3 Am-1 cc)) 6 Am-1 dd)) 2.4 Am-1

4A long solenoid has 1000 turns per metre and carries
a current of 1 A. It has a soft iron core of

�r = 1000. The core is heated beyond the Curie tempera-
ture, Tc .
aa)) The H field in the solenoid is (nearly) unchanged but
the B field decreases drastically.
bb)) The H and B fields in the solenoid are nearly
unchanged.
cc)) The magnetisation in the core reverses direction.
dd)) The magnetisation in the core does not diminish.

5A magnetic needle is kept in a non-uniform magnetic
field. It experiences

aa)) A torque but not a force. bb)) Neither a force nor a
torque.    cc)) A force and a torque.
dd)) A force but not a torque.

6Three needles N1 N2 and N3 are made of a ferromagnet-
ic, a paramagnetic and a diamagnetic substance

respectively. A magnet, when brought close to them, will:
aa)) Attract N1 strongly, but repel N2 and N3 weakly.
bb)) Attract all three of them.
cc)) Attract N1 and N2 strongly but repel N3.
dd)) Attract N1 strongly, N2 weakly and repel N3 weakly.

7Angle of dip is 90° at
aa)) Poles.   bb))  Equator.  cc))  Both at equator and poles.

dd)) Tropic of cancer.

8At a certain place on earth, HE=
  1  ZE

angle of dip at
this place is �3

aa)) 60°    bb))  30°    cc))  45°    dd))  90°

9A magnet of dipole moment M is aligned in equilibrium
position in a magnetic field of intensity B. The work

done to rotate it through an angle � in the magnetic field is
aa))  MB sin � bb))  MB cos � cc))  MB (1�cos�) dd)) MB(l�sin�)

10A current carrying loop is placed in a uniform mag-
netic field in four different orientations I, II, III and

IV as shown in figure.
Arrange them in decreasing
order of potential energy.
aa)) I 	 III 	 II 	 IV     
bb)) I 	 II 	 III 	 IV
cc)) I 	 IV 	 II 	 III      
dd)) III 	 IV 	 I 	 II

“Poetry is language at its most distilled and 
most powerful.” 

-Rita Dove
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Acritical appreciation of a
poem requires the poem to

be analysed as a whole and criti-
cally provide insight into the ele-
ments which make up the poem,
such as diction, imagery, struc-
ture, rhyme, rhythm, the overall
message or theme of the poem
or the purpose of the poet.  One

should also be able to determine
the context and setting of the
poem and its relevance to the
period in which it was composed
and how it relates to the current
context. It is therefore impor-
tant to be familiar with the vari-
ous kinds of poetry that are
available in literature. 

� One demands two things of a
poem.  Firstly, it must be a
well-made verbal object that
does honour to the language
in which it is written.  

� Secondly, it must say
something significant about
a reality common to us all,
but perceived from a unique
perspective.  

Poetry, they say, is the creativity of a per-
son’s imagination, expressing the invention,
taste, thought, passion, and insight of the

human. It is a fact that poetry needs to be under-
stood to be appreciated.  The purpose may be to
evoke emotion, inform, define, represent some-
thing of the world or life, and to entertain. 

A poem is unique to its writer. And each poem
can be analysed to be appreciated. Of all the liter-
ary constructions, poetry is perhaps the most
complicated. 

There are poems that are ostensibly impene-
trable, and poetry is therefore often considered a
very unrewarding subject for literary appreciation.
Such perceptions change when it is realised that
the rules and approaches to poetry appreciation
create a more purposeful mode of analysis that
could make the process much easier. 

The first thing is to know what poetry is. It can
be defined as a piece of writing or speech
arranged in a consciously-designed pattern of
lines and sounds which seeks to imaginatively
express some important truth, feeling or opinion
of the creator who is the poet. 

“The
language

beneath the 
language: This is 

poetry.”

- Andrea
Pacione 

Understanding

Poetry
Understanding

Poetry
Critical appreciation

Also important to the analysis of poetry is its figura-
tive language or poetic devices, such as the

metaphors, similes and various kinds of imagery
(visual, motor, auditory, olfactory, gustatory and
kinesthetic) prevalent in some poems. Another
characteristic of poetry appreciation is its
heavy dependence on the different aspects of
poetic diction and form which is exercised by
the poet as 'poetic license'- a freedom

utilised to write without taking into
context any rules of grammar or

semantics. So, as Paul Engle right-
ly said 'Poetry is ordinary lan-
guage raised to the Nth power'. 

SRIEKALA NAIR
DAV INTERNA-

TIONAL SCHOOL,
KHARGHAR

Analysing poetry

What
the poet says

has never been said
before, but, once he

has said it, his readers
recognise its validity

for themselves.

- W. H. Auden

ON BOARD

Staying focused on studies
is a real challenge, espe-
cially with the chaos and

confusion regarding whether
our exams will be held or not. I
try not to let the negativity
seep into my mind by having
quality family sessions every
evening and discussing my
fears, hopes and dreams.
Believe it or not, talking with
your family immediately 
provides you with an essence of
hope and motivation. I am
reminded that I'm not alone 
in this fight! 

Madiha Khan,
class XII,
The Heritage
School,
Kolkata

During the current coronavirus second wave, I have to say, the onus
of learning lies largely on students. Yet, the crucial role played by
the schools and parents cannot be overlooked. As educators we

guide our students to formulate a SMART learning regime for self. A
'smart' learning regime is a day structure (routine

or timetable) with focus on the specific,
measurable, achievable, realistic and

timebound learning goals that are set
by the student.

We help students develop a positive
attitude towards learning, and provide a
mindful and stress-free environment. The

'smart' learning regime, along with calm-
ing meditation and partak-

ing of a balanced diet are
essential for the student to

remain calm and focused.

Ritu Mendiratta, Principal/Academic Director, 

The Stepping Stone School, Chinchwad, Pune

Exam dates will get us 
back on track

The country is in the midst of the Covid-19 deadly second wave
today, fighting for oxygen. While hundreds and thousands are
being affected every day, we stu-

dents are pressured by the postpone-
ment of Boards. We are not even sure if
the exams would be conducted. To be
honest, focussing on studies during this
frightening period of the pandemic is
really hard. The quicker the Board makes
a decision, the quicker we'll regain our
momentum to learn. This will also help

us to concentrate more on the entrance examina-
tions that follow. 

Gouripadmini Mahesh, class XII, Chinmaya Vidyalaya,
Tripunithura, Ernakulam 

S Aparna Raju, Teacher, DPS, Bangalore East

DIAMAGNETISM
�1 
 �B � 0
0 
 �r � 1
� � �o

PARAMAGNETISM
0 � �B � � (� is a very
small positive number)
1� �r � 1 + �
� 	 �o

�B 		 1
�r 		 1
� 		 �o

� Diamagnetic sub-
stances move from
stronger to the weaker
part of the external mag-
netic field, ie magnets
repel a diamagnetic sub-
stance.

� Resultant magnetic
moment in an atom is
zero. 

� The most exotic dia-
magnetic materials are
superconductors. � = �1
and �r = 0. The phenome-
non of perfect diamagnet-
ism in superconductors is
called the Meissner
effect. Superconducting
magnets can be used for
running magnetically levi-
tated superfast trains.

� Eg: bismuth, copper,
lead, silicon, nitrogen (at
STP), water and sodium
chloride. Diamagnetism is
present in all the sub-
stances.

� Paramagnetic substances
are those which get weakly
magnetised when placed in an
external magnetic field, move
from a region of weak mag-
netic field to strong magnetic
field, i.e., they get weakly
attracted to a magnet.

� Ferromagnetic substances get strongly magnetised when
placed in an external mag-
netic field. They move from a
region of weak magnetic
field to strong magnetic
field, i.e., they get strongly attracted to a magnet.

� Ferromagnetic property depends on temperature. At high
temperatures, a Ferro magnet becomes a paramagnet. The
temperature of transition from ferromagnetic to Para magnet-
ic is called the Curie temperature Tc.

� Hysteresis Loop
�material  un-magnetised initially.
Then placed in a solenoid and cur-
rent is increased through the sole-
noid.
� Curve oa: HB
� Curve ab: H�B�

At b, H=0, B�0
Ob = BR=retentivity or  remanence

� Curve bc: current in opposite direction. At c B=0, H�0; H at
c is called coercivity.
� Curve Oa does not retrace itself; i.e. for a given value of H,
B is not unique but depends on previous history of the sample.
This phenomenon is called hysterisis. (lagging behind)

PERMANENT MAGNETS  

Definition: Substances which
at room temperature lose
their ferromagnetic property
as soon as the external field
is removed are called tempo-
rary or electromagnets (Soft
Ferro magnets)

Preparation: Place a ferro-
magnetic (soft iron) rod in a
solenoid and pass a current.
The magnetic field of the
solenoid magnetises the rod.

Properties: Material should
have  � low retentivity.
� high permeability.

Example: Soft iron.

Applications: electric bells,
loudspeakers, in cranes to
lift machinery and bulk
quantities of iron and steel.

TEMPORARY MAGNETS

�Magnetisation is inversely
proportional to the absolute
temperature T,

M ==  CC B 
T

�� ==  CC  �o .
T

This is known as Curie's law. C
is called Curie's constant. As
the field is increased or the
temperature is lowered, the
magnetisation increases until
it reaches the saturation
value Ms,  at which point all
the dipoles are perfectly
aligned with the field. Beyond
this, Curie's law is no longer
valid.

� Eg: aluminium, sodium,
calcium, oxygen (at STP) and
copper chloride.

FERROMAGNETISM

Fritz Walther
Metssner
(1882-1974)
German tech-
nical physicist,

Discovered
Meissner effect in 1933

Pierre Curie
(1859-1906)

French physicist
Nobel Prize Winner for
discovering radium and

polonium, Discovered the
'Curie Law' in 1895.

FERRO MAGNETS

Definition: Substances
which at room temperature
retain their ferromagnetic
property for a long time
after removing external field
are called permanent mag-
nets (Hard Ferro magnets)

Preparation: Place a ferro-
magnetic (steel) rod in a
solenoid and pass a current.
The magnetic field of sole-
noid magnetises the rod.

Properties: Material should
have � high retentivity so
that the magnet is strong.
� high coercivity so that the
magnetisation is not erased
by stray magnetic fields and
temperature fluctuations.

Example: Steel, alnico,
cobalt and ticonal.

Be SMART to reach your goal

Support of
family
gives hope

M= m (net) ; SI unit = Am-1.
V

[H] : H= Bo ; SI unit = Am-1.
����
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1. B on axis of 
magnetic dipole:

B = �o 2m along m
4� r3

2. B on equitorial
plane:

3. Time period of magnetic dipole
placed in external magnetic field: T = 2�  I  

mB

4. Potential energy of magnetic dipole placed in
external magnetic field: U = �mBCos �

5. Gauss Law in magnetism: �B=�B.�S=0

B =� �o m opposite m
4� r3

6. Inclination

7. Magnetisation:

I=tan-1 [ ZE ]
HE

M= m (net) 
V

M= C Bo 
T

8. Magnetisation:

9. Magnetisation: (for paramagnetic material)

�B = C �o
T10. Susceptibility: (for paramagnetic material)

M= �B H
1. a 2. c 3.b 4. a 5. c 6. d
7. a 8. a 9. c 10. c

PROPERTIES OF DIA, PARA AND FERRO MAGNETIC MATERIALS

Induced MagnetismInduced Magnetism


